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The protection of historical monuments is, above all,

a matter that concerns the country owling them, ther countries

cannot, however, remain indifferent to the question of their

preservation since all such monuments are the pride und glory

of the whole of mankind, It is therefore desirable that w

scheme of international collaboration should be orenised to

ensure their preservation,

Every country should consider it its duty to take an

active part in this work, preferably through the agency

Intternational Museums Office of tha League of Nations, wheneve

egarêless of the country in which it ise
mony men ta 1 FH

is chreatened with destruction Or damage of any kind,

With a view to facilitating the dissemination of

knowledge concerning, and hence the preservation of, monuments

it is indispensable that the departments concerned should draw

up à list of their monuments.

Mhege lists should include:
+

- "Living" monuments, that is, buildings which have retuined

their original object but which are nevertheless subject

to modiification in order that they may satisfy present day

requirements;

Monuments which have lost their original object and have
€

been assigned to other uses ( churches Or chateaux converted
УЗ 9)

into museums);

» jlonuments having no definite object and allowed to full to

ruin,



 



The preservation of .11 such monuments thus clossified

necessarily implies certain works of upkeep and restoration,

These works should, in our opinion, be inspired by the fol»

lowing principles!

Restoration should involve no change whatsoever in the

monument. The weathering of the material should be respected

ns well as the original plan. Cure should be taken to repair

the roofs, to replece damaged stone by new stone without

regorting to scraping or facing, the general arrangement and

design of the building being scrupulously respected,

If certain portions of the building have disappeared,

they should be reinstated as they originally appeared, in-

formation being obtained from authentic documents, from the

remains of architectural. features or from the undamaged

nortions of the fabric,

In the absence of such information, the building should

be left incomplete,

If, on the other hard, vnforfunate additions have been

made to the original structure, they should be romoved only

after careful examination and on the advice of highly queli=

fied experts. In fact, in such cases, the additions made in

the course of the evolution of the styles should be envisaged

with duly enlightened eclectism, with equal aémiration and

regard for the arts of successive periods and with a soruüpu-

lous respect for the contributions mace in the course of cen-

turies,

If the ruin of a building necessitates reconstruction in

its entirety, for example: the Cumpanile of St.Merk!s, Venice,

the spire of the church at Dinant, the Market Hall at Ypres,

it mast be rebuilt exactly as it stood originully,

Fánelly, in the case of buildings ruined beyond the pos-

sibility of restoration, steps should be taken to preserve

them from further deterioration, by removing injurious veges

tation, by protecting the masonry from the westher by meuns Of

a coating of cement or asphalie, by replucing the displuced
cellar work and coursed masonry without introducing ony new
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and disparate materials.

Furthermore, the following prec:ution should be tuken

by publie authorities undert: King the preservation and res-

toration of uncient monuments:

» None but highly qualified architects, thoroughly ocquainted

with the principles of historical «rt, should be chosen;

- Sculptors should be thoroughly conversant with the technique

of ancient decorstive styles, should conform to architectural

requirements and should be ready to sacrifice their persona»

1ity in deference to the demands of historical art,

. The work should be curried out under the control of a

public works department by highly qualified craftsmen in euch

trade, the system cf public tendering being excluded,

- Materials should be identical with the original muterials

from the point of view of origin, composition, texture,

draughting znd dressing of stones, the methods and principles

of the ancient craftsmen being strictly applied in ever
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